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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: The Situation in Afghanistan

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

SUBMITTED BY: United States

The Security Council

Reaffirming previous resolutions, in particular Resolution 1378 of 14 November 2001;1

Expresses Satisfaction that the leaders of Kunduz have announced their intention to surrender;2

Deeply Regretting that the Taliban still harbors terrorists, namely Osama bin Laden;3

Cognizant that the leaders of Kunduz have turned to the United Nations Security Council to negotiate an4
acceptable peace;5

Hoping that a peaceful situation is possible;6

Deeply Disturbed by the United Nations' current inability to deliver food aid to Kunduz;7

Deeply Concerned that the opportunity for saving many lives will be lost without the aid and immediate8
attention of the United Nations Security Council;9

Aware that Chapter 6 of the United Nations Charter allows for the creation of Peace Restoration10
operations that creates a demilitarized zone for the purpose of providing humanitarian aid;11

1. Condemns the Taliban for providing sanctuary for terrorists;12

2. Encourages nations that are currently providing troops in the Afghani Theater and the Group of 2113
to recommend a peaceful solution to both parties;14

3. Resolves to offer the leadership of Kunduz the opportunity to have a Peace Restoration operation15
composed of UN member states that are primarily members of the  Organization of the Islamic16
Conference, save Afghanistan's immediate neighbors, in Kunduz and its outlying areas; the17
operation shall be called the United Nations Mission for Peace in Konduz (UNMPK),18

4. Mandates safe passage for noncombatants back to their nations of origin;  19

5. Requests that all nations with information about Al-Queda members furnish them to both the20



Secretary - General of the OIC and the Security Council of the United Nations;21

6. Demands that known Al-Queda and Taliban government and military officials furnish information22
regarding their knwoldege of the Al-Queda terrorist network and the whereabouts of Osama Bin23
Laden as a provision of their safe passage;24

7. Authorizes the exemption of Resolution 1267 Paragraph 4(b) to those Taliban members who25
choose to cooperate with United Nations peace operations as per clause 5 of this resolution;26

8. Further Resolves that in the event this offer is accepted, on an individual basis, that safe passage27
be granted to all foreign and Afghani residents of Kunduz;28

9. Mandates the creation of a Peace Restoration Operation; 29

10. Authorizes the direction of humanitarian aid, including food and medicine, to the Kunduz Peace30
Restoration Zone.31

11. Urges nations to repatriate returning refugees from Kunduz;32

12. Recommends a report to be submitted to the Security Council within 90 days about the feasibility33
of phasing out Islamic forces in favor of Afghan forces;34

13. Pledges to remain actively seized upon this matter.35

Final Vote: 10 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 5 Abstentions


